
SUBSTANCES AND MIXTURE

Matter can be broken down into two categories: pure substances and mixtures. Pure substances are further broken
down into elements and compounds.

For example sodium is a soft shiny metal and chlorine is a pungent green gas. By the approximation of a
magnet to the mixture, a magnetic field is generated, the ferrous compound is attracted to it, while the
non-ferrous material remains immovable. Scientists have identified millions of different chemical compounds.
A molecule of hydrogen peroxide has two hydrogen atoms and two oxygen atoms; the oxygen atoms are
linked together and there is a hydrogen atom attached to each oxygen atom. Compounds made primarily of
carbon and hydrogen atoms are called organic compounds, and all others are called inorganic compounds. An
atom is the smallest particle of an element that still has all the properties of the element. A mixture refers to
the physical combination of two or more substances in which the identities of the individual substances are
retained. Bioprofe Pure substances and mixtures 03 Sea water is another example of homogeneous mixture
due to it is a solution of the compounds water, sodium chloride salt and many others. Unlike a compound,
which has a fixed, definite ratio, in a mixture one can vary the amounts of each component. An element is a
chemical substance that is made up of a particular kind of atom and hence cannot be broken down or
transformed by a chemical reaction into a different element. All compounds are substances, but not all
substances are compounds. For example, when ammonium dichromate is heated, it decomposes, forming the
substances chromium oxide III nitrogen and water. It is the case of the one formed by sand and water, the
components are separated in differentiated zones. Terms substanceA form of matter that has constant chemical
composition and characteristic properties. It cannot be separated into components without breaking chemical
bonds. Pure substances can be classified as: Simple substance: it is a pure substancie formed by a single type
of chemical element. A pure substance is one which has a composition and characteristic properties that do not
change, whatever the physical conditions in which it is found; that is to say, the physical transformations
fusion, boiling â€¦ do not affect it. For Dummies: The Podcast. Whereas a compound may have very different
properties from the elements that compose it, in mixtures the substances keep their individual properties. Two
or more elements combined into one substance through a chemical reaction, such as water, form a chemical
compound. If you add so much sugar that some does not dissolve and stays on the bottom, however, the
mixture is no longer homogeneous, it is heterogeneous;you could easily separate the two components. A
heterogeneous mixture is a mixture of two or more chemical substances where the various components can be
visually distinguished. Bioprofe Sustancias puras y mezclas 11 Chromatography: it is based on the different
capacity of the compounds to adhere to the surfaces of several solid substances, such as paper or starch.
Compounds: they are substances in which atoms of different elements are combined together. A chemical
compound can be either atoms bonded together in molecules or crystals in which atoms, molecules or ions
form a crystalline lattice. Through physical processes we can isolate it and obtain the components that make
up the mixtures. Heterogeneous mixture: are those in which, at first view, it is easy to identify the different
components that make them up. For example, suppose you have a mixture of salt and sand, and you want to
purify the sand by removing the salt. Thus, water two hydrogens and one oxygen can be written as H2O. The
separation by the distillation process depends on the fact that the components in the dissolution usually differ
in their volatility, that is, how ease they evaporate, in such way that, when the solution is boiling, the vapor
that is produced is richer in the more volatile component. Mixtures can be either homogeneous or
heterogeneous: A homogeneous mixture, sometimes called a solution, is relatively uniform in composition;
every portion of the mixture is like every other portion. Mixtures are physically combined structures that can
be separated into their original components. Because there are clearly more than different types of substances
in the world around us, we can see that most substances that we encounter are not pure elements, but are
composed of different elements combined together.


